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All Saints CE Primary School and Nursery 

Medium Term Planning 
Class teacher:  Lisa Edwards  Year group:  6  Term: Autumn 2 Subject: Dance 

  

Lesson SKILLS Based L.G. Brief outline of lesson content 

(or where this can be found/unit found in, 

if for example it is a published scheme 

such as Science) 

Key Vocabulary covered 

1 

 

L.G.: I can learn the technique of stag 

leap and rebound jump 

 

PE Hub Dance lesson 1 

What is the difference between action and 

dynamics? 

Dynamic, movement action, rebound, 

stag leap, motif, phrase 

2  L.G.: I can explore relationships through 

dance and perform partner lifts 

 

PE Hub Dance lesson 2 

What were the challenges when your performed 

your lift? 

Partner lift, contact work, lift work, 

good base, action and dynamic, motif, 

phrase 
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I can develop movement in a group dance Develop movement in the dance- consider unison, 

canon and formations. 

 

Group, dynamic, action, body stance, 

power movement, facial expressions, 

gesture, move in unison, canon, 

formation, 

4 L.G.: I can link freeze frames in a street 

dance style to create a movement phrase 
 

 

PE Hub Dance lesson 5 

What type of dynamic movement would you 

associate with street dance? 

 

Group, dynamic, action, body stance, 

power movement, facial expressions, 

gesture, move in unison, formation, 

street dance, freeze frame motif, 

phrase,  

5 & 6 L.G.: I can perform a Top rock and Slide 

Step confidently with my partner and 

group 
 

 

PE Hub Dance lesson 6 

How To Top Rock - Kick Side Step - FULL 

Beginners Tutorial - YouTube 

Bboy Tutorial I Basic Top Rock for Beginners I 

- YouTube 

How to Breakdance | Top Rock | Side Step also 

known as The Salsa Step - YouTube 

Group, dynamic, action, body stance, 

power movement, facial expressions, 

gesture, move in unison, formation, 

motif, phrase street dance, freeze 

frame, top rock, slide step 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqZRVCi6_34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqZRVCi6_34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUq4BHECMQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUq4BHECMQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLCE36Lp2is
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLCE36Lp2is
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What were the strengths and weaknesses of your 

performance? 

 


